What is J-WAFS?

Founded in 2014, the Abdul Latif Jameel Water and Food Systems Lab (J-WAFS) at MIT catalyzes research and innovation to improve the security, safety, and efficiency of our vital water and food supplies. We are the only program at MIT focused exclusively on solving issues in water and food.

What is the J-WAFS Research Affiliate Program?

Our program connects corporate, government, and non-profit collaborators with leading researchers and laboratories across MIT to pursue research that addresses pressing issues in water and food.

Why should your company collaborate with J-WAFS?

- Access to world-renowned faculty and resources for problem-focused, solution-driven research
- Entrepreneurial culture and track record of commercializing technology
- Tailored agreements with sponsored research options and related MIT community engagement
- Strategic collaboration to turn your organization’s water or food system challenges into impactful research projects
- Start-to-finish project oversight and relationship management

Other benefits:

- Talent identification and hiring
- Publicity and brand awareness
- Exposure to early-stage MIT startups
- Invitation to MIT wide events and activities

Read research affiliate testimonials on the next page and learn more about J-WAFS by scanning the QR code or visiting jwafs.mit.edu.